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Abstract

The range of molecular properties of generally recognized as safe (GRAS) compounds that are typically used in food and beverage
products is compared to marketed drugs. It is observed that GRAS compounds differ from marketed drugs with respect to several molec-
ular descriptors, including molecular weight, H-bond acceptor count, H-bond donor count, aromatic ring count, basic group count,
acidic group count, molecular flexibility, enhanced ether and ester bearing compound populations, and reduced nitrogen and halogen
bearing compound populations. It was observed that log(P) and log(S), which provide computed estimates of compound solubility
in organic and aqueous solvents, respectively, have significant overlap in the two populations. On the whole, GRAS compounds are seen
to be more flexible, smaller, and composed of a more restricted set of elements than marketed drugs. In addition, a multivariable binary
quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) model incorporating the parameters listed above can distinguish GRAS and
pharmaceutical compounds, further strengthening the distinction between the molecular spaces defining GRAS and pharmaceutical com-
pounds. It is speculated that the difference between the GRAS and pharmaceutical property spaces is a result of the historical legacy of
most GRAS compounds, which are primarily natural in origin. Compounds more recently added to the GRAS list appear more similar
to pharmaceuticals with respect to their chemical properties.
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1. Introduction

‘‘Generally Recognized as Safe’’ (GRAS) is the food
ingredient category established by the 1958 Food Additive
Amendment to the US Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act which applies to natural or artificial chemicals that can
be added to food and beverage products within a defined
level of usage (Burdock, 2003; Hallagan and Hall, 1995;
Smith et al., 2005; Woods and Doull, 1991). As will be dis-
cussed below, entry into the GRAS compound space is by
four paths:
(1) compounds that entered by the FEMA GRAS
approval process since 1958,

(2) compounds that entered by direct FDA notification
by an individual corporation or group since 1958,

(3) compounds ‘‘grandfathered’’ into the regulation by
virtue of widespread US use prior to 1958 and

(4) compounds determined GRAS by an individual
group and entered into use without FDA notification.

The GRAS category was created to complement the
slightly older ‘‘food additive’’ category, which requires an
extensive safety assessment, FDA review and approval pro-
cess. At the time, the ‘‘food additive’’ category was itself
new and poised to be applied to all food ingredients then
currently in use. This action would have created a severe
disruption for the entire food industry. Consequently, it was
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generally agreed that it would not be necessary to apply a
full FDA-sanctioned safety study to ingredients already in
use for decades. Instead, Congress created the generally rec-
ognized as safe (GRAS) exception to food additives. Ingre-
dients were recognized as GRAS if they had been in use
prior to Jan 1, 1958. ‘‘Use prior to January 1, 1958’’ had
to be as a food ingredient, not as a drug or herbal remedy,
and use must have been widespread enough to provide
assurance that the compound did not induce any rare aller-
gies or metabolic intolerances (Burdock, 2003). There is no
favoritism in the law towards natural occurring substances.

New compounds can gain GRAS approval through a
review of scientific material by an expert panel qualified
by training and experience to determine food safety. Any
corporation or group can convene an expert panel,
determine GRAS status and notify the FDA through
established published channels. FDA notification is not
required by statute but is common for new GRAS materi-
als. A survey of the FDA website shows that 198 GRAS
notification letters were submitted since 1998. Ten submis-
sions from 2006 are pending, as are five of twenty from
2005 and 1 from 2004. Seventeen submissions prior to
2005 have been met with a ‘‘Notice does not provide a basis
for a GRAS determination’’ and details of the reason why
are provided as is required by law. Twenty-six have been
removed by the submitter’s request. The remaining
notifications have been met with the reply ‘‘FDA has no
questions’’. Often, the FDA will make suggestions for
package labeling in the ‘‘no questions’’ letter.

A significant fraction of entries to the GRAS list were
reviewed by the Flavor and Extract Manufacturers Associ-
ation (FEMA) Expert Panel which has operated since the
early 1960s (Burdock, 2003; Hallagan and Hall, 1995;
Munro et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2005; Woods and Doull,
1991). Data that the FEMA expert panel require to evalu-
ate potential GRAS status are quite standardized and typ-
ically include data on metabolic fate, a repeat dose
toxicology study (e.g., a 90-day rat study), and tests for
reproductive effects for the a new compound. At some
point, dosing of animals is performed at an elevated level
to demonstrate a safety margin relative to the consumption
level anticipated in any marketed food product. However,
the FEMA panel ‘eschews the rote approach of ‘‘cookbook
toxicology’’’ (Hallagan and Hall, 1995). In the case that a
new compound has strong similarity to existent known safe
compounds, this process can be reduced and heavy reliance
is made on conservative decision trees (Munro et al., 1998).
Ideally, the data upon which GRAS designation is based
should be publicly known and made available in a pub-
lished journal. Certification requires that the reviewing
expert panel agree by consensus that the compound is
GRAS and unanimously that the compound is safe.
Although FDA notification is not formally required, the
FDA together with interested scientific and professional
public at large, is aware of the whole process. Indeed, Hall-
agan and Hall (1995) remark of the whole process that:
‘‘Most importantly, all of this information is provided to
the FDA so that the agency has the opportunity to chal-
lenge the GRAS status of flavour ingredients as determined
by the FEMA expert panel’’.

Pharmaceuticals represent a second class of natural and
novel molecules to which humans are exposed at significant
levels. In contrast to GRAS compounds, a large, nearly
decade-old literature genre exists that deals with the defini-
tion of ‘‘classical’’ pharmaceutical molecular properties
(Blake, 2000; Blake, 2003; Ertle et al., 2000; Lipinski,
2003; Oprea and Gottfries, 2000; Walters et al., 1999) and
defines ‘‘druglike’’ characteristics in terms of property
ranges for specific molecular descriptors. These property
distributions have subsequently found use both as guides
for synthetic medicinal chemists and as the basis for design-
ing commercially marketed drug screening libraries (see
websites for Asinex,ChemDiv,ChemBridge for examples
of how different companies approach this issue). However,
owing to the vast size of chemical diversity space, by some
estimates believed to encompass some 1085 molecules with
classical ‘‘drug-like’’ properties, there is ample room for
either fine-grained sub-structure in chemical structure space
or excursions outside the property space represented by cur-
rently marketed drugs. This makes it unwise to assume that
the present bounds of pharmaceutical property space are
fixed. Indeed, it has been shown that compounds that inhi-
bit specific drug target families, such as G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCR) (Jimonet and Jager, 2004) and kinases
(Briem and Gunther, 2005; Ford et al., 2004; Prien, 2005;
Sprous et al., 2005) have property distributions that are dis-
tinct from presently marketed pharmaceuticals and in some
cases represent distinct expansions in drug property space.
A practical consequence of this observation is that focused
libraries can be designed that specifically target these pro-
tein families (Jimonet and Jager, 2004; Prien, 2005). Screen-
ing these targeted libraries for biological activity produces a
significantly higher fraction of active compounds than
libraries that simply maximize chemical diversity.

There is substantial similarity in the safety studies
required to obtain a FEMA GRAS designation and the
pre-IND toxicology studies required by the FDA to qualify
a new drug for Phase I human clinical trials. However,
pharmaceuticals must not only be safe (or at least have
an acceptable risk/benefit ratio), but be therapeutically
effective as judged by the outcome of an extensive clinical
trials process. For a new drug there is the perception of
some level of acceptable risk that is largely absent for a
GRAS compound added to food or beverage products.
By contrast to the wealth of analysis and classification per-
formed on pharmaceutical compounds, there has been no
systematic evaluation of the GRAS list compounds as a
chemical compound population. Given the similarities of
the determination of safety, but differences in use and
acceptance of risk, we felt it useful to explore potential dif-
ferences in chemical properties between pharmaceuticals
and GRAS compounds.

We were only able to study a restricted population of
GRAS compounds, since only those compounds that



entered into GRAS status by routes 1 and 2 above (via
FDA notification or FEMA GRAS expert panel GRAS
affirmation) are readily defined as an obtainable group.
There is no means of gathering a list of compounds given
GRAS status by private concerns that skip the optional
FDA notification protocol. Likewise, compounds in com-
mon use prior to 1958 are ipso facto GRAS but are difficult
to define (although this might be interesting for a future
study). Hence, the present study is based on a the use of
a subset of GRAS chemistry, comprising a union of the
FEMA GRAS list and list of compounds which passed
through the FDA notification process. Although not com-
plete, this union represents a coherent compound list that
occupies a well defined regulatory niche. The present study
was largely stimulated by two questions: ‘‘Are GRAS com-
pounds distinct as a chemical compound population?’’ and
‘‘Assuming GRAS compounds are distinct, how do they
compare as a population to pharmaceuticals?’’. As we per-
formed the analysis, we developed a third question: ‘‘Is
GRAS (specifically the FEMA GRAS/FDA notification
GRAS union) chemical space changing with time or is it
constant?’’. The present paper will present the datasets,
descriptors and analysis techniques we applied which have
permitted us to answer that GRAS compounds are a dis-
tinct population, easily recognized from pharmaceuticals.
However, we believe that this is mainly an artifact reflect-
ing the historical predominance of nature-identical com-
pounds used in food products, and that more recently
developed GRAS compounds are populating an expanding
and changing chemical space.
2. Materials and methods

The materials and methods in this study are the molecular databases
employed, the descriptors calculated for those datasets and the statistical
analysis done to quantify the differences between the two datasets.
Table 1
Descriptor definitions

Name Description MOE Tag SMILES

MW Molecular weight Weight
Flexibility Rotable bonds normalized

by total number of bonds
b_1rotN

log(P) Labute log(P) model LogP
(o/w)

log(S) Labute solubility model logS
Acceptors H-bond acceptor count a_acc
Donors H-bond donor count a_don
Acidic atoms Acidic atom count a_acid
Basic atoms Basic atom count a_base
Halogen Halogen atom count F, Cl, Br or I
Aromatic

atoms
Aromatic atom count a
2.1. Databases preparation

2.1.1. GRAS1882

The GRAS database was obtained from the Flavor-Base software
package (Flavor-Base, 2004) and includes all entries up to the GRAS21
release. The GRAS22 release was reserved for additional analysis. The
database provided by Flavor-Base is a list of names, some chemical, some
common and some origin focused, with associated data concerning natural
origin, commercial suppliers and notes concerning flavour. The database
contains both small molecules and proteins, with no distinctions between
the two. Our first task in this project was to convert the chemical names
into 2D SMILE strings (Weininger, 1988), in order to create computer-
readable descriptions of the GRAS chemical structures. This was accom-
plished by use of the LexiChem software (LexiChem, 2006). The program
had the desired quality of being ‘‘brittle’’ when confronted with syntax
errors in compound names, which facilitated their manual correction and
consequent correct structure generation. Some alternative programs that
we tested would ‘‘successfully’’ return incorrect SMILEs strings from
names with syntax errors. The largest sources of failure to return a 2D
SMILE description were from syntax errors such as missing brackets or
misspelling in the names themselves. After correcting these errors, we
obtained a set of defined small molecules that could be more-or-less
automatically derived from the GRAS list that contains 1882 compounds
from a total Flavor-Base GRAS list of approximately 3000 compounds.
Although additional compounds could potentially be recovered using
essentially manual conversion methods and/or literature references, we
restricted the present study to the 1882 compounds whose SMILE
descriptions could be computationally derived. Henceforth, in this paper,
the dataset for which we obtained structures will be called the GRAS1882
set and is inclusive of the FEMA/FDA GRAS set up to GRAS21.

In addition to GRAS1882 that spans up to GRAS21, the most recent
compounds adopted into the FEMA/FDA GRAS regulatory mechanism
are available as the GRAS22 set. The GRAS22 dataset comprised �170
compounds. This set was reserved from the GRAS1882 dataset, allowing
us to address questions about the differences between recent GRAS entries
and historical GRAS entries. This subset of GRAS entries is henceforth
referred to as GRAS22 in the present paper.

2.1.2. Marketed drug dataset [MDD1120]

The Prestwick Chemical Library (Prestwick, 2005) is comprised of
1120 off patent drugs formatted for screening. This dataset was used to
define ‘‘drug space’’. Where GRAS1882 required several days to assemble,
the MDD1120 set was provided in a simple SDF format.

2.2. Descriptor calculation

Operations associated with descriptor calculation were done within
Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) (MOE, 2005). Prior to
descriptor calculation, all compounds were standardized by the following
steps: the MOE ‘‘Wash’’ utility was employed to remove co-ions and
spurious matter; all compounds were provided explicit hydrogens; all acid
groups were rendered as unprotonated and all basic groups were rendered
as protonated. The descriptors calculated and employed in the QSAR
model generation described below are listed in Table 1. In Fig. 1, the
populations of the two datasets are presented for each of these descriptors
and three additional parameters (nitrogen atom count, ether count, ester
count). Most of the descriptors employed have been used frequently in
modeling drug-like properties or oral bioavailability. Indeed, several of the
major suppliers of chemical compounds for drug screening provide sta-
tistics for their libraries using these parameters and ship electronic catalogs
that include these parameters for each compound (see websites listed in
citations for Asinex, ChemBridge and ChemDiv for examples).

Several types and combinations of descriptors were evaluated in the
discrimination models to establish a minimal set that could be employed
that provided the best classification of compounds, resulting in the final set
listed in Table 1.

2.3. Analysis

Population comparisons were performed from within Excel with VBA
(visual basic) scripts calculating populations as a function of specific
descriptors. To facilitate comparison between the two data sets which
contain different total numbers of compounds, all populations were
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Fig. 1. Population as a function of various metrics for the GRAS dataset (large diamonds) and the Prestwick marketed drug dataset (small squares). (a)
Population as a function of molecular weight. (b) Population as a function of Flex. (c) Population as a function of log(P). (d) Population as a function of
log(S). (e) Population as a function of H-bond acceptor count. (f) Population as a function of H-bond donor count. (g) Population as a function of acidic
group count. (h) Population as a function of basic group count. (i) Population as a function of halogen count. (j) Population as a function of aromatic
atom count. (k) Population as a function of nitrogen atom count. (l) Population as a function of ester. (m) Population as a function of ethers.
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Fig. 1 (continued)
expressed as a fraction of the total population, such that the maximum
population for either GRAS1882 or MDD1120 is 1.0. For graphs
involving integers as the independent variable (e.g., number of H-Bond
acceptors), the increment was simply one. For the property graphs that
involved continuously variable properties [e.g., molecular weight or
log(P)], a common range was found for both the GRAS1882 and
MDD1120 datasets and a common increment i of 1/20 of said range was
employed. The population reported at a specific point p is the population
found between p � 0.5* ı t i to p + 0.5* i along the axis defined by the
specific descriptor. Distribution visualization compliments the binary
QSAR method as will be discussed below.
2.4. Binary QSAR (quantitative structure–activity relationship)

In recent years, drug researchers developing methods to recognize
‘‘GPCR-inhibitor-like’’ and ‘‘Kinase-inhibitor-like’’ compounds from
more general HTS-screening libraries have had a discrimination question
that is similar to the present case; namely, how do we develop a compu-
tational model that distinguishes between two sets of molecules with dif-
ferent activities, or an active set of molecules from an inactive set? Models
have been developed to recognize both kinase inhibitors and GPCR
inhibitors using neural nets, machine learning and partial least squares
(PLS) (Briem and Gunther, 2005; Ford et al., 2004). All of these methods
perform well, presumably reflecting genuine chemical differences between
these different kinds of protein binding ligands. In a previous study by
Sprous et al. (2005) of protein kinase inhibitors, it was seen that PLS can
be applied to binary data provided some checks for boundary conditions
are employed. However, the general use of PLS is to models where
dependent variables (e.g., inhibitory activity) span 3–5 log units (see
chapter 12.12 in Leach, 1996 for an introduction and reference to these
issues). Binary QSAR models, in contrast, are better suited for basic
classification questions such as the discrimination of GRAS compounds
from drugs.



The Binary QSAR method of LaBute (1999) is available as a
component of the MOE package. Binary QSAR was initially developed
in the MOE context for modeling high throughput screening
(HTS) data that is generally produces a binary pass/fail classification of
tested compounds whose data structure is essentially identical to the
present GRAS/drug discrimination problem. The fundamental equa-
tion for binary QSAR was presented by LaBute (1999) and is shown
below:

pðxÞ ¼ 1

,
1þ mðIÞ þ 1

mðAÞ þ 1

YNbins

j¼1

F ðx; j; IÞ
F ðx; j; AÞ

" #
ð1Þ

p(x) is the final reported probability that molecule x is active. This is
dependent on the distributions for active (F(x, j,A)) and inactive
(F(x, j, I)) molecules with respect to specific descriptors. The distribution
function employed is:

F ¼ 0:5 �
XNbins

k¼1

P ðkÞ þ 1=c
ðcþNbins=cÞ ½gðk; Þ � gðk � 1Þ� ð2Þ

which is dependent on the following terms:

gðkÞ ¼ erf
PðkÞ � z

r
ffiffiffi
2
p

� �
ð3Þ

P(k) is the population at some specific bin k, r is the variance of the
distribution across the specific descriptor of interest, z is the total pop-
ulation across all Nbins and c is a constant that is solved as part of the
regression process. In Eq. (1), the multiplication of the product term by
the ratio of actives (m(A) + 1) and inactives (m(I) + 1) in the training set
over which the model is developed ensures that the result ranges be-
tween 0 and 1. Being a product, one distribution about a descriptor that
shows no population at that value of the descriptor is captured easily by
virtue that multiplication by zero is zero. In contrast, a method based
on sums of the product of solved coefficients and descriptors would
have trouble capturing this situation. Typically in linear regression mod-
els (whether PLS or LLS), a final equation is presented showing the
solved coefficients. For Eq. (1), the equivalent would be a large table
of individual populations per bin per specific descriptor, with the num-
ber of bins themselves changing from descriptor to descriptor. This par-
ticular report would be difficult to digest but the visualization is easily
accomplished by use of the distribution figures discussed previously in
Section 2.4.

Regardless of the technique employed, any modeling based on
training needs to be challenged using a cross-validation process, where
the accuracy of the model is determined for points that were not used to
develop the model in the first place. Leave-one-out (LOO) cross-vali-
dation is typically applied to small nonredundant datasets. In LOO cross
validation, each compound is removed from a training set, a model is
developed, the properties of the excluded compound are predicted and
recorded, and the process is iterated for each dataset member. However,
with datasets of more than 50 or 100 members, each entered compound
has a reasonable chance of having one or more compounds present in
the dataset that are essentially duplicates, making LOO cross validation
unsuitable for large dataset (see Clark et al., 2001 and references
therein). In the present study, to demonstrate prediction accuracy for
compounds exterior to the training set, the authors employed system-
atically larger ratios of reserve test sets to training sets based on random
partitions of the combined database. Specifically, each compound was
assigned a random number from 0 to 1.0 and the training set was
defined as being those compounds with random numbers above some
specified threshold. The binary QSAR is capable of predicting set
membership accurately (90%) for the reserve test sets even when the test
set is more than 95% of the possible total. While this is a product of
binary QSAR technical strength and the appropriateness of the
descriptors employed, it must be stressed that it is best described as a
signature of the two sets being so different that devising a recognition
function is trivial.
3. Results

3.1. Populations as functions of descriptors

Fig. 1a–m visually present the differences between the
GRAS1882 and MDD1120 datasets. Fig. 1a presents
Population [MW] for both GRAS1882 and MDD1120.
The peak for both GRAS1882 and MDD1120 is at
150 au for both populations (increment was 75 au).
However, the peak for GRAS1882 constitutes 90% of the
population where for MDD1120 it is 60%. Thereafter,
the remaining 10% population is found prior to reaching
325 au. By contrast, the MDD1120 set has significant pop-
ulation well past 400 au and numerous members above
750 au. Flexibility in Fig. 1b is the number of rotatable
bonds divided by the number of bonds. This descriptor
ranges from 0 for a compound with no degrees of freedom
to 1.0 for a compound that has the maximum possible
degrees of freedom for that many bonds. As can be seen
in Fig. 1b, GRAS1882 shows a much greater difference in
Flexibility ranges compared to MDD1120, and has more
members that have Flexibility greater than 0.40. The values
of log (P) (log of octanol/water partition coefficient) and
log(S) (log of solubility) are frequently parameters of inter-
est in evaluating bioavailability. As can be seen in Fig. 1c
and d, the populations are quite close, but differ in that
MDD1120 has a greater number of outliers outside where
GRAS1882 has no outliers beyond two standard deviations
for both log (P) and log(S). The quartet of MW, Flexibility,
log (P) and log(S) (Fig. 1a–d) collectively suggest that
GRAS1882 compounds are often noticeably smaller and
more flexible than MDD1120 compounds, but not different
in bulk solubility properties.

In Fig. 1e and f, populations as functions of hydrogen
bond acceptors and donors are presented. In both cases,
the range for acceptors and donors for MDD1120 extends
considerably farther beyond the maximum encountered for
the GRAS1882 dataset. GRAS1882 has noticeably higher
single peaks for both acceptors and donors than those seen
in MDD1120, although both datasets have their peaks at
essentially the same place.

Population as a function of acidic atoms shows a major
peak at 0 count and minor peak at 2 count (Fig. 1g).
However, GRAS1882 is about 10% higher in the first peak
and 10% lower in the second peak as compared to
MDD1120. The population as a function of basic atoms
is simpler (Fig. 1h): GRAS1882 has >95% of its population
at 0 count and the remainder is found at 2 and 3 counts,
respectively. In contrast, MDD1120 has about 79% at 0
count and the remainder spread from 0 to 7 counts.

Analysis of element, element per hybridization and func-
tional group population differences proved to be problem-
atic since sets can frequently be overlapping and correlated
(e.g., oxygen atoms count versus alcohols). We are present-
ing data associated with halogens, aromatic atoms, total
nitrogen counts, ester and ether counts. The populations
as a function of halogens can be summarized as that



GRAS1882 essentially has no halogens while MDD1120
has halogens rarely (Fig. 1i). Population as a function of
aromatic atom counts shows GRAS1882 to have as much
population with a single aromatic ring (Fig. 1j, the hump
at 5 or 6 atoms) but to be less aromatic in content overall
and lacking any counts above 15 atoms (Fig. 1j, differences
in peaks at 11 and 12 atoms and 15–18). We looked at total
nitrogen atom counts, nitrogen counts per N.sp3, N.sp2,
N.sp1 and N.ar, primary, secondary and tertiary amines.
At all variants of nitrogen we saw little present in GRAS
but common occurrences in pharmaceuticals. For this rea-
son, we present total nitrogen count in Fig. 1k to present
the nitrogen rarity in GRAS and nitrogen ubiquity in phar-
maceuticals. More than 90% of the GRAS population has
no nitrogen where 90% has nitrogen in pharmaceuticals.
Integration over counts at 1 and 2 nitrogen atoms reaches
approximately 60% of the pharmaceuticals leaving a siz-
able population with even more nitrogen counts. We
looked at total oxygen atom counts, oxygen counts per
O.sp3, O.sp2 and O.ar, alchohol, aldehyde, ketone, ester
and ether counts. After, careful review of structures and
population analysis, we concluded that the most accurate
presentation of the phenomena overall are done by present-
ing ester (Fig. 1l) and ether (Fig. 1m) counts. Overall,
GRAS compounds have a noticeably larger portion of
esters and ethers than pharmaceuticals and those func-
tional groups occur once per molecule. The larger pharma-
ceuticals have few members with these groups overall but
have some members with multiple occurrences per mole-
cule. Alcohols, ketones and aldehydes are equally common
to both GRAS and pharmaceutical compounds (data not
shown).
3.2. Binary QSAR model

As was detailed in the Methods section, the critical ques-
tion for a QSAR model is how well can it predict beyond its
training set. The partitions between training and test sets
are presented in Table 2 with the accuracies seen in testing
the models. The training set members are all com-
pounds with a random number above the specified ‘‘Rand’’
(threshold random number). Hence, the first entry in Table
2 has no members exterior to the training set while the
second line has half the members in the training set. For
the case where the threshold is such that the training set
population is the entire set, the binary QSAR model shows
Table 2
QSAR model performance

Rand Population

Training Test

GRAS MDD GRAS MD

0 1882 1120 0
0.5 908 571 973 54
0.95 81 53 1800 106
0.99 17 10 1864 110
a baseline accuracy of 94% for recognizing GRAS1882
members and an accuracy of 92% for recognizing
MDD1120 members. As can be seen at 50% and 95%
levels, there is little change of predictivity when applied
to the test set. Only at the most aggressive partition where
the test set constitutes 99% of the whole do we see loss of
predictivity.

The GRAS22 dataset, the list of the most recent com-
pounds accepted into the GRAS regulatory mechanism,
was not incorporated into the GRAS1882 dataset. Rather,
GRAS22 was kept independent to address questions of
how GRAS chemical space may be changing with time.
The binary QSAR models discussed above was applied
to score each member of the GRAS22 dataset. This
revealed a false negative rate of 13%. By comparison, the
GRAS1882 dataset had false negative rates of no greater
than 6% for the training sets and of �7% within the reserve
test sets at partitions of 0.50 and 0.95, respectively (see
Table 2). Visual inspection showed that the compounds
failing to be recognized as GRAS to be less flexible, richer
in aromatic groups and larger than expected from a strict
interpretation of Fig. 1’s distributions. Typically, the false
negatives had 11 or 12 aromatic atoms, which is more com-
mon in pharmaceuticals than GRAS compounds (see
Fig. 1j). In the GRAS22 dataset, approximately 76 of
�170 compounds are not marked in the Flavor-Base data-
set as to whether they are ‘‘natural’’, ‘‘natural identical’’ or
‘‘artificial’’. In contrast, the GRAS1882 set is predomi-
nately defined by 75% as ‘‘nature identical’’, �600 ‘‘artifi-
cial’’, 8 ‘‘natural’’ and only 8 unmarked. Many of the
compounds in the GRAS22 unmarked group have a more
complex multifunctional chemical nature characteristic of
synthetic products. All of the GRAS22 false negatives fell
in this unmarked compound class, which appears to reflect
a drift towards more purely synthetic entries now gaining
GRAS certification.
4. Discussion

With regard to the questions ‘‘Are GRAS compounds
distinct as a population?’’ and ‘‘Assuming GRAS com-
pounds are distinct, how do they compare as a population
to pharmaceuticals?’’, it is now possible to state that while
GRAS compounds and pharmaceuticals are similar in
some specific ways (log (P) and log(S)), they are distinct
and easily recognized when compared to representative
Accuracy

Training Test

D GRAS MDD GRAS MDD

0 0.94 0.92
8 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.93
7 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.9
9 0.96 0.94 0.69 0.34



pharmaceuticals in several specific chemical metrics. Some
conclusions concerning the differences between the two
groups and the nature of GRAS chemical space include:

1. GRAS space is more compact than pharmaceutical
space. Despite the fact that the GRAS1882 database is
�70% larger than the MDD1120 on which this study
was performed, the GRAS dataset was seen to have a
significantly more compact range of values. This can
be seen as the long black line for MDD1120 extends
in one or both directions beyond what is seen for the
GRAS1882 line and that the peaks for the GRAS1882
line are higher and fewer or both as compared to
MDD1120. The populations are directly comparable
since they are both represented as a fraction.

2. GRAS compounds are smaller than pharmaceuticals
(Fig. 1a).

3. GRAS compounds are more flexible than pharmaceuti-
cals (Fig. 1b).

4. The difference between GRAS and pharmaceuticals
populations is frequently the difference of ‘‘never’’ (for
GRAS) versus ‘‘infrequent’’ (for pharmaceuticals). This
is seen in profiles for hydrogen bond acceptors and
donors.

5. Charge groups (acidic and especially basic atoms) are
noticeably rare in GRAS compounds as compared to
pharmaceuticals.

6. As per aromatic groups:
(a) A larger percentage of GRAS compounds ( � 60%)

has no aromatic groups.
(b) GRAS compounds have fewer fused ring systems

than pharmaceuticals.
(c) GRAS and pharmaceuticals are identical in terms of

populations of single aromatic rings.
(d) Pharmaceuticals are more likely to have multiple

aromatic rings than GRAS compounds.

7. GRAS compounds and pharmaceuticals differ at a func-

tional group level (Fig. 1h–m):
(a) GRAS compounds lack halogens.
(b) GRAS compounds are rich in single occurrences for

esters and ethers.
(c) 90% of pharmaceuticals have nitrogen bearing func-

tional groups.
(d) 90% of GRAS compounds do not have nitrogen

functional groups.

8. GRAS chemical space is most likely changing, as can be

seen by the number, chemical qualities and origin of the
false negatives in the GRAS22 dataset.

Do these results make intuitive sense for GRAS com-
pounds that are used predominantly for flavouring versus
pharmaceutical compounds used predominantly to modu-
late intracellular machinery? First, taste and smell are
highly intertwined and volatiles are favoured (McGee,
2004). Volatility is enhanced for compounds with lower
molecular weights and generally impeded by charge and
H-bonding. In contrast, pharmaceuticals predominantly
need to be both soluble and able to penetrate cell mem-
branes (Blake, 2003), a situation where volatility is a liabil-
ity, leading to again the shift in molecular weight, charge
and H-bonding elements. Any organic text book will
mention the prevalence of ethers and esters in compounds
associated with specific and desirable odors, which is clearly
seen in Fig. 1l and m. Common texts (example: McGee,
2004) concerning food and food chemistry will present
compounds with other oxygen bearing groups including
alcohols, aldehydes and ketones that are important flavour-
ings in food. We investigated the frequency of occurrence of
these oxygen functional groups, but these distributions were
found to be essentially the same for both GRAS com-
pounds and pharmaceuticals. The absence of halogens in
GRAS is possibly a simple result that natural cellular bio-
chemistry does not use halogens to a significant degree.

The differences between GRAS compounds and phar-
maceuticals are manifest in the predictive power of the bin-
ary QSAR model documented in this paper. Inspection of
Table 2 presents that a binary model based on these 10
descriptors can effectively predict outside of its own train-
ing set. This behavior suggests that the two populations
are at present so distinct that a relatively small subset is
adequate to span the pertinent chemical space and to devise
a trained recognition function (i.e., Binary QSAR model)
capable of accurately partitioning the two sets. The selec-
tion of descriptors used was based largely on the authors’
intuition from visual inspection of the GRAS database ver-
sus past experience in pharmaceutical research. It is prob-
able that other metrics will show distinctions as well for
these two datasets.

5. Conclusions

GRAS compounds and pharmaceuticals are selected
based on different performance requirements. The present
paper has demonstrated that GRAS and pharmaceutical
chemical space are distinct and easily recognized. However,
we note that the compounds of the more recent GRAS22
subset, which are strikingly less populated by ‘‘nature identi-
cal’’ compounds than the entire previous accumulated set,
are more diverse than the historical collection dominated
by natural products, and suggests that the GRAS chemical
property space is expanding. Despite the recognition that
the present understanding for GRAS and pharmaceutical
chemical space is imperfect and subject to periodic review,
a better understanding of how the present GRAS and phar-
maceutical chemical spaces differ, as well as the binary QSAR
model that can recognize GRAS-like compounds from com-
mercial chemical and natural product libraries, is useful for
groups with a focus on nutrition, taste and cosmetics.

Dedication

The authors dedicate this paper to the recently deceased
Karnail Atwal. A wonderful friend and medicinal chemist
who left us and his family in December 2006.
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